THE CHARTER

Immediate Demands All Young Workers Must Fight For

Never have the youth of the working class of Australia faced such terrible conditions of poverty and exploitation as they are now forced upon them by capitalist production. In industries where we are compelled to work for long hours, at low wages, and are subjected to the most cruel system of exploitation, our wages are often barely enough to cover the expenses of adult workers. At the same time, as a result of the introduction of new machinery, millions of dollars have been saved by the textile industry and are forced, as a result, to suffer the terrible effects of unemployment.

In agriculture, too, a vital sector, where we are subjected to the complete mercy of the bosses, our lives are not always without end, while the wages and general conditions are freezing and depressing.

Under such conditions what can we do? Can we trust the Trade Unions to organize us to fight against the lowest wage rates? No. It is those who have the power to organize us, and the bosses, who will not, because we cannot sell the same products as the adult worker, and when we are taken up by the same industries and forces, we have our hands as we did in the labor strikes and other industrial conflicts, which all these do not expect. They will all go to the Labor Class.

Can we expect the "fabulous" politicians to fight our better conditions for us? Of course, the same answer to the same character of "fabulous" Labor and Liberal leaders. Instead of fighting for us, we are fighting against us. At the session of Parliament, the government, the bosses, to dominate us, our affairs are placed on a bill that is not in our already inadequate wages. To prove the bill for the benefit of the "bosses' men's tax".

How can we organize to control the bosses' demands and make them realize that we can maintain their wages, and fight for our better conditions? The Young Communist League organizes the Chart. It is the organ of all the fighting workers. Every worker in our chart that we connect the bosses to fight. It is the organ for the protection of the world. It is also a bill in the out-

As we struggle we build up our offensive organization for the strike struggle against the wage cuts, every young worker must fight for the strike.

(1) An end to the work between adult youth, lads and girls. The wage rate of youth is the same as the adult.
(2) Lindos day for all young workers under 18 years of age, with an
(3) Economic holiday on full pay every year for all workers under
(4) Education and trade training up to 16, a maintenance allow-
(5) The right to vote for all workers 18 years and over, whether un-
(6) Free transport for unemployed youth in training, youths, etc.,
(7) Free housing, publics, groceries, and adequate equipment for
Young workers: 

The youth of the world must keep up an everlasting fight.

At the cost of each crop workers must be able to meet the economic needs of the world. In the struggle against wage cuts, the workers must keep up an everlasting fight for a better world.